Host Rich says:
<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::runs thru diags on Holo-emitter unit in Engineering::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::arrives on Bridge ... walks over to TAC station::

Capt_Brinn says:
::leaves quarters and enters TL to bridge::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::makes sure sensors are working at 100%::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::lets see, the holographic verifier is here.......::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::In engineering office going over layout of holo emiters::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::grins at Lenor ... nice evening Deela!::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::walks over to Engineering Office::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::exits quarters and heads out::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::co-ordinate markers are here......::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Plans look good::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::starts rechecking shields, weapons ,... as usual::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: So your sensors working at 100%?  ::grins back::

Capt_Brinn says:
Zaxpax:  Let's get a course set for the designated quadrants, and let's move out.

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::In sickbay going over records:::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters:  Here you are...another one tested and ready to go

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: Deela ... they usually are!

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: ready to engage 270 mark 30, sir

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::enters sickbay::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::Looks up ::::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Looks up at Quchant:: Thanks.  What's wrong with your uniform?

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::snickers::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::fingers on engage button::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::walks over to Dr. Frankien:: Good morning Dr.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters: Sir?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Quchant:  Its a bit crumpled

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : Good Morning . I have some bad news there is a member of the crew who is late on their physical

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters: Erm....yes sir...I had an ....altercation with a member of the science team

Capt_Brinn says:
Zaxpax:  ETA to the location of the nova?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::cleans up a few footmarks from the console face ...::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: at warp 5, 2 hours

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::looks at Frankien:: Dr: and who might that be?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::With and evil grin:: I see.  Tell Deela I said hello.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::blushes and goes back to testing holoemitters::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::wonders how she missed them::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctore : I am afraid it is one of the medical staff

Capt_Brinn says:
::looks at Zax:: 5.2 hours?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Watches Quchant go back to main engineering::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: Oh?  Let me see your list, now.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: sorry, at warp five, we will arrive in 2 hours

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Exactly.  Engage then.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::extending TAC sensors a smidgeon::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: See what you can do about getting long range sensors to extend past their maxium.... we are going to need all we can get

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::pushes buttons:;Cap: engaged

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Makes final alteraction to holo deployment plan and stands up::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::thinks there is no excuse for missing a physical::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::Hands the list over to the Doctor with her name Highlighted by the Padds circuits:::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: Great Minds!

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::takes Padd::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters: Sir...what do you think of my suggestion to keep these emitters in place and intigarte the EMG into them?

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien:  What, you mean ME?

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::looks shocked::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
PAng: appears so....

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Quchant:  I like it.  I've been looking for an excuse to do some work on the EMH...

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Quchant:  ..and this seems like a good one.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::boosts up one of the sensors which looked below par::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: that is what the computer says

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::hmm, the warp wave will take us past three asteroid belts, two binary star systems and.......:::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::has Ltjg Stevens work on Science sensors::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: ah.....I think this is wrong, I remember my last physical like it was only months ago.

Host Rich says:
THE USS SELEYA SPEEDS THROUGH SPACE NEARING THE SITE OF THE IMPENDING NOVA

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Quchant:  We had better get started on the deployment of the emitters

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::listening to helm::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters: Sir..

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::making excuses::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : we all know how time flies

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor, Pang:  Have you considered the feasibility of observation probes to get closer to the nova?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::checks that shields are working Aok::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: Ah.....um.......er.....

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Peters: I will start on Ten-Forward

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Passes Quchant a PADD:: Here, take a team and get to work in ten forward

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::ah there it is, one of the few quad star systems in the galaxy::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: will work with Lenor on it now Sir

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: I have reports to do, we can wait until later.

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: I think it should be possbile..... was just about to get with Pang with it now sir

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : now when do you want to schedule it ?

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
:;sighs::

Capt_Brinn says:
::nods:: And its important that we keep an eye out for any other ships in the vicinity.  This should be routine, but we all know how routine missions go.

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: So do you think one of these probs will be able to get close enought for us get enough info

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::extends the tactical sensors even further while working on the probe details::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: understood

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Barnes:  Take a team and get to work in the recreation areas on deck 23

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : If it is any consolation , It seem I am in need of one as well shortly

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::takes team::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets in TL::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: When are you do?

Capt_Brinn says:
::sits back and considers, thinking everything is well in hand::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: I think , it will probably burn out quickly ... but we should get about 20 seconds feedback if we are lucky

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
TL: Ten-forward

OPS_LtJG_Quchant (deck.wav)

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I am due anytime between now and a fortnight

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: is there a way we can use a shield generator to get it closer?

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: approaching system, going to impulse

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Weisman:  You do the same on deck 28

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Excellent.  Make it so.

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: we'll just have to schedule you one then <g>

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets out of TL on deck 10::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: If I could get a bit of help from Engineering ... I think so ...

Capt_Brinn says:
Tac:  Open a shipwide channel.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::walks into 10-f::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: Open Sir

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: at your convienice then

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: great.... see what you can go

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::standard orbit configuration, lets see::

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang, Lenor:  We are nearing the nova now...

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::lets stay about 100 million out::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::points crew to different point in the room and watches them get to work::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::nods to Frankien:: Frankien: What about next Thrusday then?

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: on long range sensors now

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
All:  My team will head out to deck 14

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : Fine ....providing no wars get in the way before then :::smiles:::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::works on probe::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::back up escape route, calculate trajectory::

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  Excellent.  Begin your data gathering whenever ready.

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
All:  The rest of you take a look at the plan and head for your designated areas.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::leans on bar and computes holo-calculation on PADD::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: Ready to launch on your word Sir

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: understood

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: Of course, Your correct ::smiles::

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Launch.

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
;;looksat sensors::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::launches:: CO: Done Sir

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
All:  Ok lets get a move on.

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: Now when are you free ?

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::starts to walk towards office::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::turns::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: Sir.... Nova explosion appears to be sooner than expected

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: Let me look at my schedule first. Ok?

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: explosion is imminet

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : Of course

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::confirms probe is still ok ... but Lenor is correct::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Walks into a TL::Deck 14

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets ok from Team::

Capt_Brinn says:
::hopes Peters and Quchant remembered to put an emitter in Sickbay::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::hmm, its shrinking, better get ready::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: sir?

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::continues to go into office and calls up schedule::

Capt_Brinn says:
Helm:  Back us off another 500km, just to be safe.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant Quchant to Peters (#.wav)

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::sees that she's free now::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: acknowledged

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::beefs up the probe's shields::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::arrives at deck 14::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: we need that prob asap

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::sighs and thinks better get this out of the way now, set the standard for the crew::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: it is well on its way .... launched 2 minutes ago ...

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Watches as crew gets to work fitting the emitters::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: and I am getting feedback ....

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: duh... got too excited there<G>

Host Rich says:
THE NUCLEAR FUSION REACTIONS IN THE ACCRETION DISC BUILD UP INDICATING EXPLOSION ANY MOMENT

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::grins::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: recieving now

Capt_Brinn says:
Helm:  All stop and hold position

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Walks over to a cornor with an emitter::

Capt_Brinn says:
Tac:  Bring the nova on screen.

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::walks back out to Dr. Frankien:: Frankien: I'm free now, is it convient for you?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::tests holoemitters...::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: On screen now Sir

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Fits the emitter and brings it on-line::

ENG_Lt_Peters All engineering crews report (#.wav)

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::rechecks the probe::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::runs ships comms thru the holo-emitters::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : Sure I am free ....I was just about to go off duty ...but for this I shall hold off

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: ok, let me change

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang: Shields are at full, I trust?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant Ten-forward up and running, and comms systems tied in (#.wav)

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Weisman>#Peters:  Same here sir.

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I shall be waiting in exam room 1

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: 100% Sir ... but the probe will not last long once the nova occurs

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::enters changing room and puts on robe::

Host Rich says:
<Computer> Automated warning.....scientific phenomenon in T minus 20 seconds.....

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::starts elliptical orbit procedure::

Capt_Brinn says:
::taps fingers on console, waiting for status update from Peters::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::exits office and enters exam room one :::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::makes sure it's secure all around::

Host Rich says:
<Computer>....in 10 seconds.....

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Jones>:#Peters:  Up and running sir.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::grabs seat at bar in 10-for and sits back to watch show::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Thinks Okay thats it then::

Host Rich says:
<Computer> ...in 5 seconds.....4........3......

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Whatever data we can gather from the probes before they disintigrate will be of value, I am sure...

Host Rich says:
<Computer> ......2........1.......

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::walks out to enter exam room 1::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::makes sure that all tools are ready :::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: we will have 60 seconds to warp out at this distance

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::hits record::

ENG_Lt_Peters CO:  All emitters in place Captain (#.wav)

Host Rich says:
THE NOVA EXPLOSION OCCURS SENDING OUT A BRIGHT FLASH OF LIGHT

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::smiles at CO ...::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::nods to Dr. Frankien and gets up on the biobed::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::wow::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::goggles at screen ... glad of sun glasses!::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::stares in awe at the sight::

Capt_Brinn says:
::shields eyes, staring at the display::

Host Rich says:
DEBRIS AND MATTER FROM THE EXPLOSION HURLS OUTWARDS

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::help the good Doctor to the biobed :::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::stares at the sensor cluster on the ceiling::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: 50 seconds

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Watches in wonderment at the sight filling deck 14::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::monitors paths of debris::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: 40 seconds

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::gathering data::

Host Rich says:
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF THE EXPLOSION OCCUR ALL OVER THE SHIP

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: the probe has been destroyed ... but Lenor and I have quite a bit of data

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: how is the probe holding?

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: I trust this will not take too long

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: 30 seconds

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: 20 seconds

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Also notices the shock wave quickly following the wonderful sight::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: I have complete confidence in you, go ahead

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: lasted 10 seconds longer than I expected!

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::primes engines:::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: 10 SECONDS

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::Starts exam with the tricoders::::

ENG_Lt_Peters thinks:  ::Engines dont fail me now::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::holds still::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::holds on to seat::

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Back us off....

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: the debris is getting further than we anticipated ... it will hit us

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::looks at hte CO::

Host Rich says:
THE MATTER AN DEBRIS FROM THE EXPLOSION SPEEDS TOWARDS THE USS SELEYA

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::raises shields to max:: CO: we need to get out of here now!

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Notices stellar matter getting closer and closer::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: ....hmmm I may have found something here

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::hits buttons and engages

Capt_Brinn says:
::nods::  Jan:  Get us out of here

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::hangs on::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::looks concerned:: Frankien: what is it?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::thinks he better get up to the bridge::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets in nearest TL::

Host Rich says:
THE DEBRIS HITS THE USS SELEYA'S SHIELDS THROWING THE SHIP OFF COURSE SLIGHTLY

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor:::Puts image in record mode :: Take a kook

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: this data is amazing.... you did a grat job with the probe

OPS_LtJG_Quchant Bridge (deck.wav)

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Rocks and bangs into a bulk head::

Capt_Brinn says:
::holds to armchair::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::monitors for shield damage as the ship changes direction::

CMO_Lt_Praxton says:
::looks::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::stumbles::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::woah, lets get the auxiliary stabilizers on line::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets knocked about in TL::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::TL opens at bridge and Quchant falls out::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: there is only minor damage to shields ...

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: it would appear that you have a small growth in your Right Mamiary Gland

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Eng>:#Peters: Aye sir.

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Excellent.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::warp 3, don't want to leave too quickly::

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Expediency is a good idea at this point.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets up off of floor of bridge::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
*Peters* Can you assist in beefing up the forward shields ... they are about 10% below par

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: We're ahead of it, sir, the probe is still sending info.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::runs down to OPS Station::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : i would reccommend a Lumpectomy

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: appears no serious damage to the ship.  We are clear of most the debris

Capt_Brinn says:
::nods at Quchant:: How was the view from the holo emitters?

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::Notes the doctor has fainted :::

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  Excellent.  Looks like we came through another one with little damage.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Very good Sir...I have recorded it and put it in the Ship's Records

Capt_Brinn says:
Excellent.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::wonders if she will be allowed to use some of the debris for target practice::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Decides its no good hanging around here and makes for the TL::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: appears so sir... the data we recieved will b eof great value... Pang did a great job witht he probe.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
*Peters* Any news on the forrward shield repair?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::starts to trying to beef up the shields::

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  Is there any more data we could possibly gather by monitoring the after effects?  Perhaps the effects of the nova on the space around it.

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::tries to revive the good Doctor:::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Transferring Aux Power to Shields

ENG_Lt_Peters TL:  Deck 36 (DECK.wav)

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: long range senors are still montoringthat area.... we could send another probe in

Capt_Brinn says:
::thinks::  #All:  We'll move to a safe distance and continuing monitoring the area for any effects from the nova.

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  Work with Pang; let's do it.

Host Ensign_Laborja Ensign Laborja to Captain.... (#.wav)

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
:: prepares to launch another probe::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Arrives back in engineering::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: the shock wave is deteriorating....................as expected....

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Eng. Crew: Report.

Host Ensign_Laborja says:
CO: Sir, there is a.....err......Rhino in Stellar Cartography !!

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Excellent.

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: I am sure you have it undercontrol.... let me know when it is launched

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::raises eyebrow at comment from Ens::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Eng>:Peters:  We suffered minor damage to the forward shields.  Repair time 30 mins.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::grins at Lenor:: CO: permission to launch second probe Sir?

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Get a team to Carography ASAP

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Eng>:Peters:  Other than that all systems 100%

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Computer: Execute a complete shutdown of the holodeck systems

Host Ensign_Laborja says:
*CO*: Err........Captain..... We need a security detail down here ASAP !

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Launch the probe.  But we need a security team to Carography...

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::rhino..... hmmm::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: On it Sir **Security* team to stellar cartography urgent!

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Peters:  Excellent.  Okay, don't let me stop you, get to work.

ENG_Lt_Peters Pang:  Forward shields will be fully operational in 30 mins, Lt (#.wav)

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::launches probe:: Lenor ... over to you!

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: got it

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Lenor:: I think I should monitor the security teams ...

Host Ensign_Laborja says:
::taps comm badge:: Co: the Rhino has......disappeared !??

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Pang: understood.... now get

Capt_Brinn says:
::overhears::  Lenor:  Can you handle the data gathering...

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::Grins::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: yes sir... I can

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
*Security* report!

Capt_Brinn says:
Excellent:  Pang:  Then supervise the security team personally.

Capt_Brinn says:
::looks puzzled::  A rhino in Carography?  That's odd

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security> the beast has disappeared from Cartography ... but I have a report from deck 40 ... on my way to investigate

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Hears the reports of the Rhino::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::watches data from probe::

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Lead the security team and keep me posted.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: I think there is a major malfunction in the holo system

Lt_Praxton says:
::wakes from the faint:: Frankien: canser?

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::rhino??::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::makes sure probe stays on course::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I am afraid so

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: Aye Sir ...it appears we have trouble on deck 40 ...

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Computer:  Is there really a rhino in stellar cart.

Lt_Praxton says:
::shakes inside::

Capt_Brinn says:
Quchant:  It is a possibility.  Did you post an emitter near Stellar Cart?

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : But we have caught it in plenty of time

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Computer>: Negative

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CP:: on my way there ::exits bridge::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, I would advise ordering everyone to their Quarters,,,

Host Ensign_Laborja says:
A TARG APPEARS ON THE BRIDGE SNORTING AT CAPTAIN BRINN

Capt_Brinn says:
Pang:  Investigate.  Keep me posted.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Quchant: are all members of the crew accounted for??

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: of course, do you plan to operate?

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
what the?!?!

Capt_Brinn says:
::Jumps out of chair and pulls phaser::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Yes....the appearances are consistant with the locations of the Emiiters

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
**Security** contain any animal life you find!

Host AGM says:
THE TARG RUNS TOWARDS CATPAIN BRINN BUT THEN DISAPPEARS

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I think a routine Lumpectomy will suffice

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security>**Pang** there is trouble in 10 forward .... a large bird appeared behind the bar!

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Computer Subroutines have appeared in the systems....as a result of the shockwave

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security> **Pang** an Ostrich!

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: yes, I defer to your judgement

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::Prepares the laser scalpel ::::

Capt_Brinn says:
Quchant:  Work with Engineering to shut down the holoemitters.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: any, err, orders, sir?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::wonders which beastie to chase down::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Yes sir...

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Walks over to the emitter controls::

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Move us farther away from this area; perhaps it is the proximity to the nova that we are experiencing...

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::On the approach a Gorn appears in front of them::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::takes TL to deck 40 ... emerges to find a small elephant sitting looking disconsolate ::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Oh s&^*::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : i once dd a monograph on why transporters can not do this job ... they are too coarse an instrument

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::sees a picture frame appear on her console.. as she reaches to pick it up it disappears::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: yes, sir, moving back.......

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::thinks ... how sweet!::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Quchant: are all crew members accounted for??

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Tries to get passed the Gorn and to the controls::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::thinks:: how strange.... am I still drunk?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
LtZax: Yes..

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I'll just administer a local

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: just do it, let's get this over with, please?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::walks slowly towards the little jumbo ... it disappears::

Lt_Praxton says:
::nods::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::No luck the Gorn easily pushes Peters  away::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
quchant: ok, just a thought.....

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Computer systems are too embedded in the computer systems to be removed easily

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::Administers the local anesthetic and undrapes her right upper torso :::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
*Security* Is the Ostrich still in the bar?

Capt_Brinn says:
Quchant:  Then work with Lenor to unembed them.  I want those holoemitters disabled.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security> **Pang** Yes ... that is no!

Host AGM says:
THE EMH APPEARS IN SICKBAY DANCING THE TANGO AND THEN DISAPPEARS

Lt_Praxton says:
::looks at the ceiling cluster again::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::: looks at image in 3 d to be sure of affected area and works swiftly and surely :::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Yes sir....

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::moves up to Science::

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  The data gathering can wait; work with Quchant and Peters to get those emitters out of action.

Lt_Praxton says:
::whoa:: Frankien: was that the EMH?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::decides that it would be easier to monitor things from the bridge station::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
THE EMH APPEARS IN ENGINEERING DRINKING A TANGO AND THEN DISAPPEARS

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::looks at Quchant::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::closes incision and rechecks with tricorder :::

Capt_Brinn says:
::shakes head::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Lenor: How about purging the complete computer system....doing a cold reboot

Lt_Praxton says:
::thinks she's losing her mind::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
*CO* I think I should get back to the bridge ... the images are not remaining long enough to do anything about

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::lets just keep an eye on my readings::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Lenor: What do you think?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Three more Gorns appear in engineering snarling at the crew::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: There done...almost as good as new :::Smiles  softly:::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::watches as the small elephant re-appears ,,, looks appealingly at Pang and disappears again::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
Quchant: only problem with that is we will be that we will have no power for a few minutes

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::wishes she had a banana::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::A Gorn appears next to Quchant and takes a swing at him::

Host AGM says:
A HOLOGRAPHIC TRIBBLE APPEARS IN CAPTAIN BRINNS COMMAND CONSOLE PURRING SOFTLY

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: I hate to question, but may I see the tricorder results for myself?

Capt_Brinn says:
::smiles at the Tribble, tries to pick it up::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Five more Gorns appear in engineering::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets knocked across bridge::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor :::but of course ....hands over Tricorder::::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::sees the Gorn disappear::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Eng:  Everyone out lets get out of here before they do us some damage

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security>**Pang** we are having trouble with Gorns in Engineering!

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: Quchant wants to do a cold reboot of the computer core to purge the system..

Capt_Brinn says:
::She holds the tribble, petting it, recalling that its purring can be soothing::

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor: Your thoughts?

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Sir...these images are dangerous...the safeties are off

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Computer:  Secure all engineering systems and place a level three containment field around the warp core.

Lt_Praxton says:
::takes tricorder and studies results:: Frankien: you have done an outstanding job,  and I thank you. ::smiles::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::looksat  Quchant:: ::W:: not a macho as you think

Capt_Brinn says:
::listens to trilling of Tribble::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap; I'm getting a power spike on my panel, affecting my holo imager

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor the mass removed was just about 2 grams ...as I said it was early yet

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<Computer>: Eng. systems secure, containment field active

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
**Security** k ... sending additional crew to you!

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Lenor: ::w:: just you wait until later

Lt_Praxton says:
::nods::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::does that::

Host AGM says:
THE TRIBBLE TURNS INTO A PUPPY

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::All eng. crew leave engineering and is sealed behind them::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: Sir.... we would have to power down everything

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Can you locate the cause of the spike?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  We have had to evacuate engineering.  All systems secure.

Capt_Brinn says:
Lenor:  Shields, weapons and all...

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: would you recommend that I return to my quarters or stay here?

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: yes

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : :::Smiles ::: Now I think it is time for me to head to bed

Capt_Brinn says:
Bridge:  That is not an option, then.

Capt_Brinn says:
Bridge staff:  We'll need to find another solution...

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: understood sir

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: it'[s coming from engineering, first, no power then it spikes to 120%, then its fine

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: of course, your off duty now, I will get Dr. Grey to take my shift

Capt_Brinn says:
::still pets the trilling Tribble, smiling and relaxed::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::rubs chin::  CO: Sir..the holo-safeties are off...the images could kill someone

Lt_Praxton says:
Computer: please locate Dr. Alex Grey

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Eng Crew:  Go to secondary positions and await firther orders.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::about to take TL to bridge  ... TL door opens::

Capt_Brinn says:
Quchant:  Can we take out the holoemitters by another means?

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: once you would have needed bed rest ...but with these new Laser techniques you can move agbout freely now as long as you dont try to pick up any heavy object

Lt_Praxton says:
<computer>: Dr. Grey is in the lounge

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: Yeh....sure...shoot them

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::tiger sitting in TL ... looking hungry!::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Heads for the bridge::

Lt_Praxton says:
::nods to Dr. Frankien:: Thank you doctor

Capt_Brinn says:
::looks surprised as the tribble suddenly licks her face::

ENG_Lt_Peters TL: Bridge (DECK.wav)

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::backs off ... sets phaser to stun and fires::

Capt_Brinn says:
Quchant:  Now there's an idea.

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : and dont forget to take the capsules for the chemotherapy

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Arrives on the bridge::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO: have just stunned a tiger in TL8!

Lt_Praxton says:
::nods:: Frankien: I won't forget

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Computer: Transfer engineering to bridge

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters:  It would appear we need to disable the holoprojectors.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: the power spike in engineering is being backwashed from JT 23 b, thats the holo emitter station

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  I can try from here.  Engineering has been captured by a bunch of Gorns

Capt_Brinn says:
Take Lenor and Quchant.  Phaser the blasted things if we have to.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
CO: All bar the one in SB...the overload should produce some interesting effects before the whole system shuts down by itself

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::gets into TL and travels to security level with dopey feline::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::Leaves sickbay and is confronted with a ROC::::

Lt_Praxton says:
::Dr Grey enters sickbay and Maggie explains what has happened and that she wishes to rest in her quarters::

Capt_Brinn says:
Interesting, Hold up.

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Pulls up schematic of holo emitters systems

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: Cap??hold up what, sir??

Lt_Praxton says:
::gets up off biobed, is a bit sore::

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters: : If we take out the main holoprojector station, that will disable them all, yes?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::tiger snores::

Lt_Praxton says:
::leaves sickbay and enters her quarters::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  Theoritically

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::listens to see what she should do::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::hauls the tiger slowly out of the TL::

Lt_Praxton says:
::standing in her quarters is her ex-husband, James::

Capt_Brinn says:
All:  Drawbacks of taking down the main holo station?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Crewman DLxy ... give us a hand with this beast please ... I want it behind a forcefield!

Lt_Praxton says:
::Maggie stands completely still::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::suddenly several Lt Lenor's appear....::

Lt_Praxton says:
James, where did you come from?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  But, there is a large degree of redundancy in the system....

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::backs down hall with Roc Following him :::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: onlything that would effect is the Holodecks...

Ltjgzaxpax says:
*Peters* Are you getting that feedback from JT 23 b ?

Capt_Brinn says:
::puts the puppy down in the captain's chair::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::looks at Deela...:: urm.....

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
**CO** On my  way back to the bridge ... I have a tiger under restraint in the brig!

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  ...we would need to take out these stations also::transfers schematic to main viewer::

Capt_Brinn says:
::looks at Lenors::  And that would also effect EMH, yes?

Host AGM says:
PUPPY IN THE CAPTAINS CHAIR TURNS INTO A HUMAN BABY AND STARTS CRYING AND WAILING

Lt_Praxton says:
::watches James dissappear and in his place is Lt.jg Stevens::  What is going on here?????

Capt_Brinn says:
Then that is not an option...

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
CO: yes it would

Capt_Brinn says:
::starts to look annoyed, a baby??::

Host AGM says:
<Baby> Waaaaaaaah

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::three more Lenor's appear::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::looks at all 7 of them::

Capt_Brinn says:
::shakes head, picks up baby, and starts trying to sooth it::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
:::bird disappears and he decides to check on the doctor :::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::turns a corner to see a flock of sheep blocking the passage!:: Oh NO!

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters:  It would seem we must take out the holoemitters one by one.

Lt_Praxton says:
::James appears across the room, and both Stevens and James have swords::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::gets annoyed and shoots at the holoimmter::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: nice baby,.........yours???

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Bah!

Lt_Praxton says:
::they begin to duel::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Zaxpax:  Yes, that is the source of the holo systems power

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
::::walks up to the doctors suite of room and presses chimes ::

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters:  Lead a team, Lenor (the real Lenor), Quchant, and Zaxpax.

Capt_Brinn says:
::glares at Zax:: Funny, mister.

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO: Yes sir.

Lt_Praxton says:
::wonders what Frankien gave her for pain medication::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::pushes through the sheep ... finds they have a shepherd with them:: GET these animals out of here!

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::one of the Lenor's walks down to the CO and takes the Baby::

Lt_Praxton says:
::turns and leaves quarters to the two dueling fools::

Capt_Brinn says:
::gladly hands it over::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
Lenor: You look good with kids...

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<holo shepherd> what do ee say mrs?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Walks to the TL with the team::

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::walks to TL, notices a furry thing on his shoe::

Lt_Praxton (#.wav)

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::TL opens and out steps a wolf in sheeps clothing::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
Holo shepherd:: I said you get these sheep back to their field or whatever ... and do it now!

Host AGM says:
REPORTS COME IN FROM ALL OVER THE SHIP THAT HOLOPGRAPHIC IMAGES ARE DISAPPEARING

Lt_Praxton says:
::answers door chime:: Dr. Frankien, what is it?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<holoshepherd> disappears ... sheep stay

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Hey, someone deal with this.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::kicks furry thing off shoe, gently::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::watches each Lenor disappear one by one..::

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::small tear appears in eye::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Hears the reports and goes back to console::

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I was wondering if you were ok ... also have you noticed some ...er ...unusual sights ?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
:giggles as sheep start to disappear ... hysteria setting in::

Capt_Brinn says:
::watches holos disappear::  #All stations, report.  Status of the holographic appearances?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  Power leves to the holo systems are returning to normal

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::runs down to CO Chair...and catches baby in diving save as Last Lenor disappears::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::as last sheep fades ... takes TL to bridge::

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters:  Excellent....

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: yeah, I have two dueling fools in my bedroom, my ex husband and Lt. Stevens, what is going on here?

Ltjgzaxpax says:
::I'm going to find out who programed this animal kingdom and shoot them::

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
CO:  It would appear the problem has been resolved in engineering

Capt_Brinn says:
::sits in chair, breathing a sigh of relief::

Science_Lt_Lenor says:
::watches Quchant dive for thin air::

Capt_Brinn says:
Peters:  Excellent.

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
::enters Bridge:: **Security** :: is the tiger still there?

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
Computer:  Who is in engineering

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor : I think there is a malfunction somewhere... I just saw a Roc from the Arabian Nights

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
<COmputer>: No one is in engineering.

OPS_LtJG_Quchant says:
::gets up and brushes front down::

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
<Security> no ... it disappeared a minute ago

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::Strange::

Lt_Praxton says:
Frankien: isn't that a very large bird?

Capt_Brinn says:
Helm:  Get us out of here.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: heading?

Asst_TAC_Pang says:
CO:: my  Security crew report most animals have disappeared ... but the ostrich is still in 10 forward

Asst_Med_Lt_Frankien says:
Doctor: It is a very large bird indeed

ENG_Lt_Peters says:
::wonders if this has anything to do with my holo program of my old chief engineer the Gorn::

Capt_Brinn says:
Zax:  Just back us off to a safer distance from this place.  I still want to continue gathering data on the effects of the nova.

Ltjgzaxpax says:
Cap: Aye, aye sir, ::hits a few buttons::

Host AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>
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